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Abstract. This paper presents a treatment of pre- and post-conditions, and predicate transformers, 
in a category-theoretic setting. The meaning of a pair of pre- and post-conditions, or a predicate 
transformer, in a category is defined as a set of morphisms in that category. It is shown that this 
construction is natural in the sense that it forms part of a Galois connection. It is further proved 
that in the usual categories of interpretations (total functions, partial functions, and relations) 
pre- and post-conditions and predicate transformers have equal powers of specification and we 
characterize the specifiable sets of morphisms in these categories. 
1. Introduction 
The use of pre- and post-conditions as the basis for program specification 
methodologies is well known (see e.g. [ 1,2,4,6,7,11]). Generally, in these treatments 
the pre- and post-conditions are viewed as assertions concerning programs, the 
developments have a distinctly logical flavor and the major concern is with proofs 
of program correctness. The work I want to present in this paper comes originally 
from looking at pre- and post-conditions, not so much as a means for making 
assertions about programs, but rather as a means for writing loose semantic 
specifications for programs. That is, I view a pair of pre- and post-conditions as 
specifying, say, a set of functions, and a program is said to satisfy the specification 
if the program realizes one of the functions in the set. One consequence of this 
small shift to a view emphasizing the semantics is that the new view lends itself 
naturally to abstraction in category-theoretic terms. As I will show, such an abstrac- 
tion leads to a number of new results concerning pre- and post-conditions and to 
a generalization of Dijkstra’s predicate transformers [2]. 
The intuitive idea we have in mind is best seen by looking at some examples of 
the use of pre- and post-conditions to specify classes of functions. 
Example 1.1. Let R denote the set of real numbers. For any E > 0, we can specify 
the class of functions which compute the square root within F by means of the 
precondition 
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and the post-condition 
R(s, s’) = (s’ is a permutation of s and 
Vi, j i sj implies key( s’( i)) s key( s’(j))). 
The outline of the paper is as follows. At the end of this section we give a brief 
summary of our categorical notation. Most of the categorical concepts used in the 
paper are defined when first used, but the reader is expected to have at least some 
familiarity with the subject and to know the definitions of category and functor. In 
Section 2 we introduce the notion of a limit relative to a subcategory. This is a 
simple extension of the conventional notion of a limit, but it provides the basic tool 
needed for the, abovementioned, uniform treatment. The actual categorical treatment 
of pre- and post-conditions, and of generalized predicate transformers (there called 
speci$cations) is given in Section 3. The main emphasis is on providing a ‘semantics’ 
for pre- and post-conditions and predicate-transformer specifications in which the 
semantics, in keeping with the above examples, is a set of morphisms in the 
underlying category. Not surprisingly, the key to the development is a categorical 
version of Dijksta’s weakest pre-conditions. The main result shows that this semantics 
is natural in that it is part of an adjoint situation (or Galois connection) between 
specifications and classes of morphisms. In Section 4 we present some special results 
whirh hnlrl when ,X,P annl,, theoe rnnrentr tn EP~E ~nrl tnt~l nr n-rt;-l fi.nr+innr The l,lllVll I‘“lU “,llUC, I._ Uyy’J CllULl” b”nLUbpCa L” JbL.3 ULLU C”Ccll “L pLIIc,cLl IUIILLI”IIJ. 1 ,,L 
main result there is that pre- and post-conditions and specifications via predicate 
transformers have exactly the same defining power. In Section 5 we look at the 
application of these ideas to the category of sets and relations (the original Dijkstra 
context of interpretations). Finally, in Section 6 we look briefly at what these results 
tell us concerning the processes of elaborating program specifications and of refining 
specifications into algorithms. 
Given a category C we write ICI to denote its class of objects and C to denote 
its class of morphisms. Composition in a category is written in diagrammatic order: 
givenf: A + B and g : B + C, their composite is written asf. g : A + C. Let Set denote 
the category of sets and total functions, let Pfn denote the category of sets and 
partial functions, and let Rel denote the category of sets and relations. Given a set 
S, let P(S) denote the set of subsets of S. We shall also write P(S) to denote the 
corresponding poset category (where for X, Y c S, there is an arrow from X to Y 
iff X s Y). 
2. Relative limits 
The main categorical tool of our approach is the concept of a relative limit. 
Definition 2.1. Let C be a category and let N c C be a subcategory of C. Then we 
say that a diagram (i.e., functor) D: G+ C has a limit (in C) relative to N if. and 
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only if, there exists an object R E INI, and a (G/-indexed family (vx : R + D(X) 1X E 
[Cl) of morphisms in N (called the cone of the relative limit) such that 
(i) for all X, YE/GI and (YEG(X, Y), ~I~.D(N)=~~EN, 
(ii) for any A E (N( and (Cl-indexed family (px : A -+ D(X) (X E (~1) of morphisms 
in C such that for all X, YE ICI and (Y E C(X, Y), px. D(a) = pv EN, there exists 
a unique p E N(A, R) such that p. vx = px for all X E 1~1. 
As the following simple results indicate, relative limits are close relatives of 
ordinary limits. 
Proposition 2.2. Let C be a category and let N _C C be a subcategory> of C. 
(i) IfD:G+Cand (~,:A+D(X)IXEIGI) issuch thatforalfx, YEIGI, and 
(Y E C(D(X), D( Y)), px. LY = py E N, then for all X E 1~1, px E N. 
(ii) If N = C, then the limits relative to N = C are just the ordinary limits in C. 
(iii) Let D: G + N, then, viewing D as a diagram in C, its limit relative to N is just 
its limit in N. 
Proof. (i) Let (Y = lx, then vx. D(lx) = rlx. lncxI = vx EN, by Definition 2.1. (ii) 
Immediate from the definition of limit. (iii) Follows from (i) and the definition of 
limit. 0 
However, the differences between ordinary and relative limits are quite significant. 
The following example displays some of the differences which play a role in the 
treatment of total and partial functions. 
Example 2.3. Let Set denote the category of sets and total functions, and let Pfn 
denote the category of sets and partial functions. In a natural way, Set E Pfn. 
(i) Let G, be the category with two objects X and Y, and exactly one non-identity 
morphism (Y : X + Y. Then for any D: G, + Pfn, the limit in Pfn of D relative to Set 
‘is’ the subset of D(X) on which D(a) is defined. 
(ii) Let G, have two objects, X and Y, and no morphism other than the identity 
morphisms 1 x and 1 y. Then for any diagram D : G, + Pfn the limit in Pfn relative 
to Set is the Cartesian product, D(X)OD( Y) of D(X) and D(Y). 
(iii) Let G2 consist of two objects, X and Y, and two non-identity morphisms 
(Y, p : X + Y. Then for any II : G, + Pfn the limit relative to Set of D (the relative 
equalizer ofD(a) and D(p)) is the inclusion mapping of the set 
E = {a (a E D(X), (D(Q))(U) and (D(P))(a) are defined and equal} 
into D(X). 
In contrast, if we take C = N = Pfn (i.e., we just look at conventional limits in 
Pfn), then: 
(iv) The limit of any diagram D: GO +Pfn (i.e., the limit of the partial function 
D(a)) ‘is’ D(X) itself (or, more precisely, the pair (locxI, D(cr))). 
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(v) The limit of any diagram D: G, + Pfn (the binary product in Pfn) is D(X) + 
(D(X) 0 D( Y)) + D( Y) (where 0 is the Cartesian product, and + is disjoint union). 
(vi) The limit of any diagram D: G, + Pfn (the equalizer in Pfn) is the inclusion 
mapping into D(X) of the set of all a E D(X) such that either (D(Q))(U) and 
(D(P))(a) are both undefined, or, they are defined and equal. 
The above examples are possibly the ones of greatest interest from a programming- 
theoretic point of view, but there are other examples. 
Example 2.4. Let Mon be the set of all monomorphisms (injective mappings) in 
Set, then every diagram D: G+Set has a limit relative to Mon. 
In the next section we will make considerable use of the relative limits correspond- 
ing to pullbacks and intersections. For the sake of completeness, and to provide 
convenient notation and terminology, we define these special relative limits explicitly. 
Definition 2.5. Let C and N c C be as above. Then by a pullback (in C) relative to 
N we mean a limit in C relative to N for a diagram D whose source category has 
three objects, X, Y, and Z, and non-identity morphisms LY :X + Z and p : Y + Z. 
So, if D(a) = f: A + C and D(p) = g : B + C, then their limit relative to N consists 
of an object L E (NI, together with morphism 2 : L+ A and f : L-+ B, such that 
g. f = 7. g E N, and for any other object K and morphisms s : K + A and t : K + B 
in N for which s .f= t. g E N, there exists a unique p : K + L in N such that p. g = s 
and p.f= t (see Fig. 1). 
When the context is clear, we shall write, ‘(I 2) is a relative pullback for (1; g)’ 
to denote the above situation. 
Fig. 1. 
Example 2.6. In the category Pfn let A, B and C be sets, let m : A + C be an inclusion 
function (so A G C) and let f: B *C be a partial function. Then (7, fi) is the 
pullback relative to Set of (m, f) where fi : L + B, implies that L ‘is’ (up to isomorph- 
ism) the subset of B consisting of those b E B such that f( b) is defined and f( b) E A. 
In contrast, if (x fi) is the pullback relative to Pfn, then L ‘is’ the subset of B 
consisting of all those b E B such that f(b) is undefined or f(b) E A. 
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One simple but important property that relative pullbacks share with ordinary 
pullbacks is that they ‘lift monomorphisms’; this will be the key to our treatment 
of ‘weakest preconditions’. 
Lemma 2.7. Let C and N c C be as above, let m : A+ C be a monomorphism in N 
and letf : B + C in C. If (ti, f, is a relative pullback for (m, f ), then rii is a monomorph- 
ism in N. 
Proof. Let rii : L+ B. We already know, by the definition of relative pullback, that 
mEN.WhatwemustshowisthatforanyKEINIandcu,P:K~L,ifa.~==.~, 
then LY = p. We proceed as follows: 
a.f.m=a-e.f (f.m=g.f) 
= P.rE2.f ((.Y.m=p.m) 
=P.f. m (fi.f=J. m). 
But (Y EN by assumption and f. m E N by the definition of relative pullback, so 
CY . f. m E N. So LY .f = ,O ’ f since m is a monomorphism in N, and, furthermore, 
CY.~, P.~EN by Proposition 2.2. But then LY.~=P*~EN and a.fi==P.fi~N 
together imply Q = /3 by the definition of relative pullback. 17 
The second special limit, the relative intersection (really a special case of the 
generalized relative pullback), is defined as follows. 
Definition 2.8. The (relative) intersection of a family (m;: M, + Al iE I) of 
monomorphisms in N with a common target is their relative limit, that is, it consists 
of an object X together with a family ((Y, : X + M, 1 i E I) of morphisms in N (called 
the cone of the intersection) such that Vi, j E I, ai. m, = crj. m, E N, and with the 
property that for any family (p, : Y+ M,) i E I), of morphisms in N, such that 
/?, . m, = p, . m, Vi,,j E I, there exists a unique /3 : Y + X in N such that /3 ’ a, = p, 
ViE I. 
Given an intersection (~,:X+M,/~EZ) for (m,:M,+A/iEZ) we write 
~(m,:M,+A~i~I)forthemorphismLui~m,=a;mj:X+A. Wecalln(m,IiEI) 
the intersection-morphism of the m,. 
We will need the following simple result. 
Fact 2.9. For any family (mi : Mi + A I i E I) of monomorphisms in N, n( mi / i E I) is 
a monomorphism in N. 
Proof. By essentially the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.7(i) we can 
show that each (Y, is a monomorphism; the result then follows from the composition 
of two monomorphisms being a monomorphism. 0 
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3. Pre- and post-conditions in a categorical framework 
For the remainder of this paper let C be a category which is well-powered (for 
each object, the class of non-isomorphic monomorphisms into the object forms a 
set) and has small homsets (i.e., for all A, BE ICI, C(A, B) is a set), and let NG C 
be a subcategory of C with the same objects (INI = ICI). 
To begin we need a categorical analog to the predicates employed in the traditional 
treatments of pre- and post-conditions and predicate transformers. In our earlier 
papers on this subject [13, 141, we restricted our attention to equalizers. However 
more recent work has shown that this is neither necessary nor advisable. 
Definition 3.1. Let A E 1 Cl, then by a predicate on A (in C) we mean a monomorphism 
m:M-+AinN. 
Given predicates p : P + A and q : Q + A we write p s q it? there exists (Y : P + Q 
in N such that CY. q = p. 
Let A E ICI; then the set of predicates on A is partially ordered by s (defined 
above), and may thus be viewed as a poset category. 
In general we may not want, nor be able, to take all predicates (= all monomorph- 
isms) into consideration. But our development does require that the chosen predi- 
cates satisfy certain conditions, which we collect under the name of predicate scheme. 
Definition 3.2. By a predicate scheme (on C relative to N) we mean an INI-indexed 
family (Pred(A) I A E INI) of poset categories of predicates such that 
(i) Ifm,:A+BinPred(B)andm,:B + C is in Pred( C), then m, . m2 E Pred( C). 
(ii) For each AE INI, Pred(A) is closed under relative intersection, i.e., if 
(mi / i E I) is an I-indexed family of members of Pred(A), then n(mi I i E I) is defined 
and in Pred(A). 
(iii) If m E Pred(B) and f~ C(A, B), then there exists a relative pushout (7, fi) 
for (m,f) and, furthermore, fi E Pred(A). 
Example 3.3. Here are some examples of predicate schemes: 
(i) Let INI = ICI and let C b e complete relative to N (i.e., every diagram in C 
has a limit relative to N), then for each A E ICI the set of monomorphisms in N 
with target A forms a predicate scheme. 
(ii) Let INI = /Cl and let C b e complete relative to N (i.e., every diagram in C 
has a limit relative to N), then for each A E ICI the set of equalizers in N with target 
A forms a predicate scheme. 
(iii) In particular, we can apply (i) and (ii) above for the cases 
C = Pfn, N = Pfn, 
C = Pfn, N = Set, 
C = Set. N = Set. 
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(iv) For C = N = Rel, the category of sets and relations, defining Pred(A) to be 
the set of all inclusion functions into A, for each A E IRell, gives a predicate scheme. 
(v) Let C = N = the category of groups. Then for each group G, taking Pred( G) 
to be the set of normal subgroups of G (more, accurately, we should take it to be 
the corresponding set of inclusion homomorphisms) yields a predicate scheme. 
For the remainder of this section assume that C is equipped with a predicate 
scheme relative to N 
We now give our categorical generalization of pre- and post-conditions. This 
requires that N have a binary product which we denote by 0. 
Definition 3.4. Given objects A, B E ICI, predicates q : Q + A in Pred(A) and r : R --, 
AOB in Pred(AOB), and morphism f: A+ B in C we write 
if there exists f: Q + R such that f. r = q. ( lAOf) E N. We call q the pre-condition, 
and r the post-condition off (see Fig. 2). 
cl 
Q-A 
Fig. 2. 
The reader may be surprised that we have required r to have target A@ B rather 
than just target B, and that the condition is on 1, Of rather than on just J: However 
a look at the examples in the introduction will show that the post-condition, in all 
those examples, depends on the argument off as well as on the result. Thus the 
purpose of the lA is to make the argument available to the post-condition. We claim 
now that the desired semantics for pre- and post-conditions is given by the following 
definition. 
Definition 3.5. Given objects A, B E ICI, define 
Mng:Pred(A)OPred(AOB)+9’(C(A, B)), 
(q, r)++{fE C(A, B) ~{q~.f{rll. 
The following example shows how this definition ‘works’ to give the three case 
of Example 1.1. 
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Example 3.6. Recall that in Example 1.1 we were looking at total and partial 
functions on R (the reals) subject to pre-condition Q(x) = (x20) and the post- 
condition R(x, y) = (1(x -y’)/y( s 2~). To transform this into the categorical setting 
we identify Q(x) with the set Q = {I E RI r s 0} G R, and R(x, y) with the set R = 
{(r ,, rJERORl(l(r, -r:)/r2)s2e)}, then q: Q-+R and r: R-+ROR are the evident 
inclusion mappings. 
The first interpretation in Example 1.1 corresponds to using the above definition 
of Mng with C = N = Set. In which case we get 
Mng(Q, R)={f:R+RlV ra0, I(r-f(r)‘)lf(r)l~2e}, 
so Mng(Q, R) contains only total functions. 
The second interpretation in Example 1.1 corresponds to using the above definition 
of Mng with C = N = Pfn. In which case we get 
Mng(Q R)={f:R--R13xq.f=f. rEPfn} 
= {f: R*RIVx>O, iff(x) is defined then 1(x-f(x)‘)/_/(x)1 CUE}, 
so Mng( Q, R) contains partial functions andf(x) may be undefined even when r 3 0. 
The third interpretation in Example 1.1, is captured by taking C = Pfn, but N = Set 
thus 
Mng(Q, R)={f:R*Rlgf, q.f’=f. rESet} 
={f:R+RItlx~O,f(x) isdefinedandI(x-j(~)~)/f(x)ls2~}. 
We will now leave further consideration of pre- and post-conditions, as a means 
of specification, until the next section, and turn to the study of predicate transformers 
within a categorical framework. To begin we need another notion of pre- and 
post-conditions, one in which the post-condition does not depend on the domain 
of the function. 
Definition 3.7. Given objects A, B E ICI, predicates q : Q + A in Pred(A), r: R + B 
in Pred(B), and morphism f: A + B in C we write 
[qlf [rl 
if there exists f : Q + R such that .f. r = q. f E N. We call q the pure-pre-condition, 
and r the pure-post-condition off (see Fig. 3). 
q 
Q-A 
-f 
J i 
f 
r 
R-B 
Fig. 3. 
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We are now in a position to define the categorical version of Dijkstra’s weakest 
pre-conditions [2]. 
Definition 3.8. Let A and B be objects of C, let r: R + B be a predicate in Pred( B) 
and let ,f: A + B in C. Then by a weakest pre-condition, wp(r, f), for r and ,f is 
morphism 9 : Q + A such that, for some h : Q + R, (h, q) is a relative pullback for 
(r,f ). 
A look back at Example 2.6 will show that the weakest pre-conditions in Pfn 
(relative to Pfn) and in Pfn relative to Set are quite different. The weakest pre- 
conditions in Pfn relative to Set come closest to Dijkstra’s original concept [2], 
where, “wp(S, R), . . represents the set of all states such that the execution of S 
begun in any one of them is guaranteed to terminate in a finite amount of time in 
a state satisfying R.” 
Dijkstra, however, interprets the weakest pre-conditions as specifying relations 
rather than partial functions. We delay the discussion of relations to Section 5, since 
the full discussion will require an additional concept. 
Given A, B E 1 Cl we can view the construction of weakest pre-conditions as a 
function 
wp : Pred( B) x C(A, B) + Pred(A), 
(r,.f)-wp(r,_f) 
(providing, of course, that the necessary pullbacks exists in C). If we fixf~ C(A, B), 
then we get a mapping 
wp( .,f):Pred(B)+Pred(A), 
s++wp(q,f). 
Such a mapping corresponds to Dijkstra’s notion of a predicate transformer. More 
generally we have the following definition. 
Definition 3.9. Let A, B E ICI. By an abstract predicate transformer, or a spec$cation 
(for morphisms) from A to B, we mean a mapping r:Pred(B) -+ Pred(A). 
Given specifications T, , r>:Pred(B)+ Pred(A) we say 7,cr2 iff for each q E 
Pred( B), T2(q) s T,(q) (note the reversal). It is easily seen that c is a partial order 
and so the specifications from A to B form a poset category, Spec(A, B). 
We want to use such specifications to specify classes of morphisms from A to B 
in C. The appropriate categorical formulation of the construction (functor) is given 
by the following definition. 
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Definition 3.10. Given A, BE ICI let 9( C(A, B)) denote the category of all subsets 
of C(A, B) as ordered by inclusion, s. We now define an order preserving construc- 
tion (a functor between poset categories) 
Mor:Spec(A, B)-+.Y(C(A, B)), 
Our main result is the following theorem, which shows that the above construction 
is ‘natural’ in the precise mathematical sense that it is part of an adjoint situation. 
The theorem is followed by some immediate corollaries of the adjointness. The 
significance of the adjointness, from the point of view of function, relation, and 
program specification, is explored in the remaining sections of the paper. 
Theorem 3.11. Mor has a left adjoint 
Spc: 5”(C(A, B))+Spec(A, B), 
(sPC(mP)=nhP(P, kw K) 
for any K E Ig(C(A, B))I (i.e., KG C(A, B)), and PE IPred(B)I, where n is the 
categorical intersection. Or, equivalently, Mor and Spc form a Gulois connection, that 
is (,following [3]) 
(i) Mor is monotonic, i.e., T,CT~ implies Mor( 7,) c Mor( T2) (us subsets of 
C(A, B)). 
(ii) Spc is monotonic, i.e., if K, c K, then Spc( K,)cSpc( K2). 
(iii) For any TE [Specl and K E IY(C(A, B))l, 
KG Mar(T) ifs SPC(K)LT. 
Proof. We prove the Galois connection version (actually they are the same since: 
(i) says Mor is a functor between poset categories, (ii) says Spc is a functor between 
poset categories, and (iii) says they form an adjunction). 
(i) Assume T, c TV. Then, for each p E IPred( B)I, T?(P) G T~( p), i.e., 3cz,, such that 
TI(P)=~,,’ T,(P). Furthermore for i = 1,2, 
Mor(~,)={k:A~BI~~EIPred(B)I,[~,(p)lk[pl} 
={k:A+BIVpEIPred(B)I,Elh,,,,h,,,+p=7,(p). kEN}. 
But then, (Y,, . h,,, . p = ap. T,(P) . k = T~( p) k. So we can always take h2,p = a,, . h,,,, 
and thus, Mor( T,) c Mor( T2). 
(ii) Assume K, G K,. Then what we must show is that, for any p E IPred(B)I, 
(SPY) s (Spc(K,))(p). 
Let p E IPred( B)I be fixed. Then, for i = 1,2, 
(S~c(K,))(~)=n(wp(p,k,:~,-Alk~Ki,. 
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But K, G K2 implies that 
{wp(P, k) 1 k E K,I c {wp(P, k) 1 k E KJ. 
Thus, if (cyk :X, + Mk 1 ke K,) is the cone for n(wp(P, k)l kE K,) and (pk :X2+ 
Mk 1 k E KJ is the cone for n(wp( P, k) I k E K2), then there must exist p : X2 + X, 
such that /3. ak = Pk for every k E K,. But then, 
P.n<w~(P,k)lk~K,)=n(wp(P,k)lk~Kr), 
so 
n<wp(P,k)IkEK,)~n(wp(P,k)lkEK,), 
and thus, since P was arbitrary, Spc( K,) L Spc( K2). 
(iii) We first prove the ‘only-if’ part. Assume K G Mar(r), so 
K~{~:A~BIV~EIP~~~(B)I,[~(~)I~[~I} 
={k:A~BIVPEIPred(B)I,3h,,,hk,p.P=~(p). kEN}. 
Now, for any P E IPred(B)I, 
(Spc(K))(P)=fI(wp(P, k)ikE K), 
where, for each k E K, there exists g, such that (gk, wp( P, k)) is a relative pullback 
for (P, k). Then, by the definition of relative pullback, for each k E K, there exists 
a unique (Ye EN, such that oh. g, = hk,p and LY~ *wp(P, k) = s-(p). But, by the 
definition of relative intersection, & . wp( p, k) = 7(p) Vk E K, implies there exists 
a unique p such that p. n(wp(p, k) I k E K) = T(P), i.e., for each p E IPred(B)l, 
T(P) G n(wp(p, k) I k E K). Whence, Spc( K) 6 7. 
It remains to prove the ‘if’ part of the theorem. Assume that Spc( K) c T. We need 
to show that K c_ Mar(r), i.e., for each k E K, and p E IPred(B)l, there exists hk,p 
such that hk,p . p = T(p) . k E N. Now, for each p E IPred(B)I, 
T(P) s (SPc(K))(P) = n(wP(P, k) I k E K), 
that is, there exists y,, E N such that y,, . n(wp(p, k)l kE K)= T(P). So, where 
((Y~ I k E K) is the cone of the intersection of (wp( p, k) 1 k E K), we have 
Lyk’ . WP(P, k’) = n(WP(P, k) I k E K) 
for each k’E K. Thus, where (gk, wp(p, k)) is the relative pullback for (p, k), we get 
(see Fig. 4) 
T(P)‘k=y;n(wp(P,k)lkEK)‘k 
= yp. ak WP(P, k) . k 
= YP ’ ah ’ gk p. 
so it suffices to take hk,p = y,, . ak . g,. 0 
Definition 3.12. Let a : A’+ A and b : B’+ B be monomorphisms and let f: A + B, 
then we say f carries a into b if there exists 1: A’ + B’ (not necessarily unique) such 
that .T. b = a . f: 
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Fig. 4. 
Let (mi : M, + A 1 i E I) be a family of monomorphisms, then by their union, denoted 
I_, (m, 1 i E I), we mean a monomorphism m : M -+ A such that m, 4 m for all i E Z, 
and, if f: A -+ B such that each m, is carried into some monomorphism b : B’+ B, 
then m is also carried into b. (The above definition is based on that in [9].) 
Corollary 3.13. Let T: Pred( B) + Pred(A), and let K E IPP( C(A, B))l, then 
(a) Spc(Mor(r))Er, 
(b) K G Mor(Spc( K)), 
(c) Spc(K) = Spc(Mor(Spc(K))), 
(d) Mor( 7) = Mor( Spc( Mor( r))), 
(e) Spc(K, u KJ(p) = Spc(K,)(p) n S~c(KJ(p),for each p E bed(B where u 
is set union, and n is categorical intersection in C, 
(f) Mor( 7, u T*) = Mor( 7,) n Mor( T2), where for all p E IPred( B)I, (T, u T~)( p) = 
T,(P) u T*(P) in C (assuming, of course, that C has unions), and n is set intersection. 
Proof. The proofs of (a)-(d) are well-known properties of Galois connections, and 
good exercises for the reader (or see, for example, [3]). Parts (e) and (f) are 
well-known in a purely set-theoretic setting, but we need to prove them using the 
indicated categorical intersections and unions. 
(e) What we need to show is that, if p E (Pred( B)(, then 
fNwp(pJ)IkEK,UK2) 
=(n(wP(P,k)ik~K,))n(n(wp(P,k)ik~K,)) 
By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.11(ii), we see that 
n(wp(p, k) I k E K, u K,) factors through (is C) both n(wp(p, k) I k E K,) and 
n(wp( p, k) I k E K,), from which it follows that it is < their intersection. On the 
other hand, if ((Y~,~ 1 k E K,), i = 1,2, is the cone for n(wp(p, k) I k E Ki), and (p,, p2) 
is the cone for 
(f--I(wp(p, k) I k E KJ) n Q’-lbdp, k) I k E Kd), 
then it is easy to see that 
PI . (Y1.h. .wp(p,k,)=Pz.a,k,.wp(P,k7) 
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for all k, E K, and k2 E K2. From this it follows that 
~n(wp(p,k)lkEKuKJ. 
and, since < is a partial order, that they are equal. 
(f) Let r = 7, u TV, i.e., for each p E IPred(B)I, r(p) = r,(p) u T*(P). Now for 
i = 1,2, k E Mor( ri) iff Vp E /Pred(B)I, 3hk,p such that hk,p . p = T~( p) . k, i.e., such 
that k carries T~( p) into p. But then, by the definition of union, k E Mor( r,) n Mor( r2) 
implies that k carries T(P) into p, i.e., that k E Mar(r). On the other hand, if 
k E Mor( r), i.e., for each p there exist h, such that h, . p = T(p) . k, then Ti( p) d T(P), 
i = 1,2, says there exist cy,, i = 1,2, such that (Y~. T(p) = T,(p), so (a,. h,,) . p = 
T,(p). k so kEMor(r,)nMor(r2). q 
Corollaries 3.13(a)-(d) show that Mor and Spc have desirable closure properties, 
e.g., that any T can be put into a canonical form Spc(Mor(r)), which has the same 
meaning. Unfortunately this canonical form is maximal, rather than minimal, in 
terms of ‘what has to be written down’, so it is not the way to write specifications. 
Corollaries 3.13(e) and (f) provide beginning tools for the refinement and elaboration 
of specifications (see Section 6). 
4. Some special results for Set and Pfn 
If ones interest in pre- and post-conditions and/or predicate transformers arises 
from an interest in program specification, then the most obvious categories of interest 
are Set, Pfn, and Rel. We will look at Set and Pfn in this section, and at Rel in the 
following section. A good case can also be made for looking at various categories 
of complete partial orders (CPOs) but we shall not do that in this paper. 
We begin with some simple results displaying both the power, and the limitations 
of the use of predicate transformers. 
Fact 4.1. Every total function is definable by a predicate transformer (in Set (relative 
to Set), and in Pfn relative to Set). 
Proof. Let A and B be sets and let f: A + B be total. Take 7: Pred(B)+ Pred(A) 
such that for each X G B, T(X) = {a E A If(a) E x}. Then, in both cases, Mor( r) = {f}, 
since, because f is total, we have a E T({f(a)}) for each a E A. 0 
Of course specifying a total functionf’: A + B by giving a total function T : CP( B) + 
g(A) is generally not very efficient. What makes it worthwhile is when the function, 
or class of functions, we want has a comparatively simple specification. As we will 
see (Theorem 4..5), the examples in the introduction can be easily recast in the form 
of predicate transformers. 
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An obvious question is: what classes of functions can we specify? The following 
definition and result provide a convenient characterization. 
Definition 4.2. For any sets A and Z, we say that an Z-indexed family (A, c A 1 i E I) 
of subsets of A is a Z-indexed partition of A if U(A, 1 i E I) = A, i Zj, implies 
Ai n A, = 8, but we may have Ai = A, = 0. We say that K G C(A, B) has the patching 
property (K closed underpatching) if, for every set I, every Z-indexed family (k, ( i E I) 
of elements of K, and every Z-indexed partition (Ai G A 1 i E I) of A, there exists 
k~ K such that, for every iE Z, and a E Ai, k(a) = k,(a). 
Proposition 4.3. Let K G Set(A, B); then there exists r : P(B) + P(A) such that K = 
Mor( 7) ifs K closed under patching. 
Proof. Say K = Mar(7). Then we must show that K has the patching property. So 
let Z, (k, 1 i E I) and (A, I i E I) be given, and let k be defined as in the above definition. 
It is easy to see that, 
Mor( 7) = {k ) VX E B, Vu E A, a E T(X) implies k(a) E X and defined}. 
From Corollary 3.13(d) we know that Mar(T) = Mor(Spc(Mor(T))), and from 
Theorem 3.11 (i) and (ii) we know that Mor and Spc are monotonic. So l_l (k, I i E I) G 
Mor( r) implies 
Mor(Spc(lJ(ki I i E I))) c Mor(Spc(K)) = K. 
But, for any X c B, 
(Spc(lJ(kili~ Z)))(X)={altli~ Z, k,(a)EX}. 
So, 
Mor(Spc(l_,l(kiIiEZ)))={k/VX~BandVaEA, 
if{a’lViE Z, ki E X} then k(a’)E X}. 
But obviously k is in this set. 
Conversely, say K c C(A, B) has the patching property. By definition, for all 
X G B, 
and what we must show is that Mor(Spc(K)) E K (by Corollary 3.13(b) we already 
know K E Mor(Spc(K))). But, from the above, 
ifaE{a’lVkE K, k(a’)EX}then k(a)EX}. 
So let k’ E Mor(Spc( K)). For each a E A define X, = {k(a) I k E K}. Then, k’ E 
~N_..,“.._/T,\\ :.. _I._~ I II \ - -7 IVIO~~~~C(A~) impnes k (a)tlr,, i.e., there exists k, E K such that ka(a j = k!(a j. 
Thus (assuming the axiom of choice) there exists an A-indexed (k, I a E A) of 
elements of K, and an A-indexed partition (A, = {a} 1 a E A) of elements of A such 
that, for all a E A, k’(a) = ku( a), and so, by the patching property, k’ E K. 0 
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The above result and proof are easily modified to provide a similar result for Pfn 
relative to Pfn or Set. 
This implies that ‘most’ subsets of Pfn(A, B) cannot be specified using predicate 
transformers; for example, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.4. The set of all constantfunctions c : A + B is not specifiable by a predicate 
transformer (fA and B have more than one element). 
Proof. Let A and B be sets with more than one element, then, clearly, the set of 
constant functions from A to B is not closed under patching. 0 
One might ask, why is it that so many meaningful classes of functions, such as 
those in the examples in the Introduction, can be specified by predicate transformers 
or pre- and post-conditions? One answer is that in a great many situations all we 
want to specify is the set of possible outputs for each possible input, and there is 
no dependency between the outputs corresponding to different inputs. But I think 
this result makes it clear that these specification techniques are really very limited. 
Of course the above proof is only for specifications using predicate transformers 
and one might hope that a similar limitation did not arise in specifications using 
pre- and post-conditions (with semantics given by Mng). However, we now dash 
such hopes by giving a pair of theorems which equate assertion semantics with 
predicate-transformer semantics. The proofs are written in the Set relative to Set 
framework, but they are easily modified to cover Pfn relative to Pfn or Set. Unfortu- 
nately (?) I do not see how to extend them to a significantly more general categorical 
setting. 
Theorem 4.5. Let q : Q + A and r : R + A x B; then there exists a predicate transformer 
T~,~ : Pred( B) + Pred(A) such that Mor( rq,y,r) = Mng( q, r). Indeed it sujices to take T~,~ 
to be such that, for every X G B 
~~,~(X)={a~Ala~Qand VbEB, ifR(a,b) thenbEX}. 
Proof. Let k E Mng( Q, R), then, by the definition of Mng, we have that if a E A and 
Q(a), then R(a, k(u)). But then, for any U E B, we know that if a E T(U), then 
Q(a), so R(a, k(a)), so k(u) E U, thus k E Mar(r). 
On the other hand, say f E Mar(r), and let a E A, such that Q(a), then we must 
show R(a, f(u)). We first note that 
r({bEBI3aEA, R(a, b)}) 
={uEAIQ(u) and VbEB,R(a,b) implies bE{bEBI3aEA,R(a,b)}} 
=WAiQW. 
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Whence, .f~ Mar(T) implies that for all a E A, if Q(a) then f(a) is defined and 
f(a)~{b~B/scr’, R(a’, b)). Now, given ~,EA, such that Q(a,,), let U= 
{bE BIR(a,, h)}; then, by the definition of r, 
U,E r(U) = {a 1 Q(u) and Vb E B, R(a, b) implies b E U) 
whence, by the definition of Mor, S(~,)E U, i.e., R(a,,f(a,)), as desired. c3 
Example 4.6. The predicate transformer corresponding to the pre- and post-condi- 
tions for the square root up to E, as given in Example 1.1, is 
r : 6(R) + p(R), 
Theorem 4.7. Let T : Pred( B) + Pred(A) be a predicate tra~~for~e$; then there exist 
predicates q7 : Q + A and r, : R + A x B such that 
Mng(q,, rT) = Mar(T); 
indeed it mfices to take 
Q=UbW)k @, 
R={(a, b)/ZiXz B,~ET(X), and bEn(YIYGB,aET(Y))}. 
Proof. Let k E Mng( Q, R); then for every a E A such that Q(a) we have R(a, k(a)), 
so, by the definition of R(x, y), if U c B and a E T(U), then k(a) E U, but that is 
exactly the condition for k E Mor( 7-f. 
Conversely, assumefe Mar(r). Then, for every U c B, if a E A, such that u E rf U), 
then .f(a) E U, but this says that for a E A, Q(a) implies R(a,f(a)), by the above 
definitions of Q and R. 0 
5. Sp~cifieation of relations 
In Dijkstra’s original treatment [2] of predicate transformers he viewed them as 
providing semantics for nondeterministic programs. Thus, to capture Dijkstra’s 
originai model we must look at predicate transformers in the category Rel of sets 
and relations. 
For our purposes here it will be convenient to consider a relation r: A + B as 
being defined by an underlying mapping r#: A+ P(B) (informally, r”(a) is the set 
of all elements of B that are in the relation r to a). As usual, we will view functions 
f: A -+ B as relations (that is, we identify f with the relation rf such that for each 
n E: A, qf(4 ={./-(a))). 
In order to carry through the approach given in Section 3 we need pullbacks to 
get the weakest pre-conditions. It is easy to show that Rel does not have pullbacks 
for arbitrary pairs of relations (r, : X + B, r2: Y+ S). However, it does have the 
nullbacks that we need. 
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Fact 5.1. Let A and B be sets, let r: A + B be a relation, and let q : Q + B be an 
inclusion mapping (i.e., Q c A), then (q, r) has a pullback in Rel (relative to Rel) 
and, indeed, it sufices to take as pullback the pair (?I P+ Q, p : P+ A) where 
P={aEA(r(a)cQ}, 
p is the inclusion of P into A, and F is the restriction of r to P. 
Proof. Say r, : X + A and rz : X + Q are relations such that r, . r = r2 . q. Then, since 
Q c B, and q is corresponding inclusion mapping, r, . r = r, . q implies that for every 
x E X, r*(x) c Q G B, and so, for every a E r,(x), a E P. But then the relation y : X + P 
such that y(x) = r,(x) for every x E X is clearly such that y. p = r1 and y. F= rz 
since r is the restriction of r to P. That y is the only such relation follows from the 
fact that q is a monomorphism in Rel. q 
Note that while every inclusion mapping (or, for that matter, every injective 
mapping) is a monomorphism in Rel, not all monomorphisms in Rel are injective 
mappings. For example, any mapping f: A + 9’(B) such that, for all a, U’E A, 
f(a) Z 0, and a f a’ implies f(a) nf(a’) = 0, gives rise to a monomorphism in Rel. 
However, in contrast with the inclusion mappings, such monomorphisms do not 
always yield a pullback when paired with an arbitrary relation. 
But something is missing, while we have captured nondeterminism by means of 
relations, we have not captured Dijkstra’s termination condition (see quote after 
Definition 3.8). How can we make the weakest pre-condition p : P+ A be such that 
r(a) f 0 for every a E P? It might seem that, in analogy to the Pfn relative to Set 
case, that we could go to pullbacks in Rel relative to the category Tot of total 
relations (i.e., relations r: A + B such that, for all a E A, r(u) # 0). However not 
even inclusion-relation pairs have pullbacks in Rel relative to Tot. But there is a 
simple generalization of the notion of pullback which will do the job, and undoubt- 
edly has other applications as well. 
Definition 5.2. Let C and NE C be as before. Let A, B E ICI, let r E IPred( B)I, 
r : R + B, and let f: A + B in C. Then for any p E (Pred(A)(, p : P + A, we define the 
relative pullback of r and f with side-condition p to be a pair (f: Q+ R, q: Q+ A) 
such that q factors through p, f. r = q. J; and for any X E ICI and pair (a : X + 
R, p :X + A) such that p factors through p and 
there exists a unique y : X -+ Q such that 
y.f=l2 and y. q=p. 
The next result shows that these modified weakest pre-conditions exist whenever 
we have the predicate scheme. 
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Proposition 5.3. Let C and N c C be as above, and let Pred be a predicate scheme 
on C relative to N. Then for any A, B E ICI, r E IPred(B)I, r: R + B, f: A + B in C, 
and p E Pred(A), p : P + A, there exists a relative pullback of r andf with side-condition 
P. 
Proof. It suffices to take q to the intersection morphism, n(p, wp(r,f)), of p and 
wp( r,f). More precisely, let (f” : W + R, wp( r,f) : W + A) be the relative pullback 
for (r,f), and let ( ip : Q + P, i, : Q + W) be the relative intersection cone for 
(P, v(r,f)) (~0 ~I(P, w(r,f))= i,,. P = iw. wp(r,f)). Define f= k.fi. 
To see that this is what we want let X E ICI, and a:X+R, P:X+A such that 
p factors through p (i.e., 3p’ such that /I’. p = p) and (Y * r = p .f~ N. Then, by the 
definition of relative pullback there exists a unique p: X+ W such that p .f” = cy 
and p. wp(r,f) = p. Then, by the definition of relative intersection, there exists 
y:X-+Q such that, y. ip=f# and y. i, = p. But this gives us 
y.f= y.(iw.y)=p.f#=a, 
y. q= y. iP.p=p’.p=p, 
which justifies taking J = iw. f’. 
We leave it to the reader to show that y is unique (see also Fig. 5). 0 
Fig. 5. 
It is easy to see that all the proofs of Section 3 will go through using weakest 
pre-conditions with side-conditions. 
To apply this to ‘termination of relations’ all we need is to compute the weakest 
pre-condition for any r : A + B with the side-condition p,. : P, + A where 
Pr={aEAIr(a)#O}. 
Of course it is also possible to prove the existence of the desired Galois connection 
directly (i.e., without reference to the categorical formulation). 
For a different approach to the meaning of weakest pre-conditions in a nondeter- 
ministic framework see [ 10, 121. 
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6. Some results concerning the elaboration and refinement of specifications 
There are obviously a good many reasons, before trying to write a program, for 
producing specifications of what is desired. Indeed, it would be rather strange to 
write a program without having at least some idea, some informal specification, of 
what it is supposed to do. But, for short programs the specifications are generally 
in the mind of the programmer, and for longer programs they are generally written 
in some natural language. Thus there is still a question of what is to be gained by 
using forma1 specification methods, and, in particular, is there anything to be gained 
by using pre- and post-conditions and/or predicate transformers? A number of the 
references are enthusiastically positive on this question. Probably the two reasons 
most frequently cited in favor of the use of forma1 methods, and for the use of pre- 
and post-conditions and/or predicate transformers in particular, are that they 
promote precision and that they lend themselves to forma1 proofs of program 
correctness. However, it seems to me that there are two other aspects of specification 
where one would hope, if not expect, that a formal approach would help, these are: 
- Elaboration: the process of adding additional information to a specification 
(elaborating it) so as to narrow down the class of specified morphisms. 
_ Rejinement: The process of going from a specification of WHAT to a specification 
of HOW. For example, going from an abstract specification of a class of functions 
(e.g. a predicate transformer) to specification in the form of an algorithm for 
computing the functions. 
Unfortunately, the results seem rather mixed. For example, we have the following 
consequences of Corollary 3.13. 
Corollary 6.1. Let K,, K, G C(A, B). If we have speciJications T, and r2 such that 
Mor(r,) = K,, i = I, 2, then 
K, n K2 = Mor( 7r u Q-~). 
Zf K c C(A, B) such that K = Mor(Spc( K)), and K = K, u K,, then 
K = Mor(Spc( K,) n Spc( KJ); 
however ifK # Mor(Spc( K)), but is only properly included in it, then we will only ger 
K c Mor(Spc( K,) n Spc( KZ)). 
The first part of the result says that we can combine two specifications to get a 
specification for the intersection of two originally specified classes of morphisms. 
Or, taking a more genera1 view, it says that elaboration works in the expected, and 
desired, manner-adding detail by combining specifications, narrows the specified 
class, but without any danger of losing anything unexpectedly. The second part of 
the result shows though that ‘de-elaboration’ (trying to loosen specifications) is 
more difficult as they are easily over-loosened. This is, of course, to be expected. 
We can get a rather similar result for the composition of specifications. 
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Theorem 6.2. Let K, E g(C(A, B)), and let K, E 8( C(B, C)), then 
Spc(KJ . Spc(K,) = Spc(K, . K,), 
where 
K, . K, ={k, . k?l k, E K, and k2E K2}. 
Proof. For the sake of brevity, let T, denote Spc( Ki), for i = 1,2, and let T denote 
Spc( K, . K2). Let q E lPred(C)I, and let q’ denote 7,(T2(q)). Then, for any k, E K, , 
and k, E K,, we have that q’ . k, factors through T,(q) and T2(q) factors through q. 
From which it follows that q’ . k, . k, factors through q. But then, by the definition 
of pullback, q’ factors through wp(q, k, . k,), i.e., q’s wp(q, k, . k,), and so 
7,(72(q)) = q’s r(q) =n(wp(q, k, . k,) bi E K, i = 122). 
Conversely, consider T(q), then for every k, E K, , and k2 E KZ, T(q) . k, . k2 factors 
through q. So, fixing k,, we see that T(q) . k, is such that, for very k, E KZ, 
(T(q) . k,) . k2 factors through q. But then, again by the fact that, for each k2 E K2, 
wp(q, k,) is part of a pullback, it follows that for every k, E K,, T(q) . k2 factors 
through wp(q, k,). From this it follows that T(q) . k, factors through T2(q) = 
n(wp( q, k2) 1 k, E K2). But then, T(q) factors through Wp( T2( q), k,) for every k, E K, , 
and so T(q) factors through n(wp(r,(q), k,)I k, E K,) = T2(7,(q)). Thus T(q)< 
T2( ?-,( q)) G T(q) for every q E Pred( C), so 7 = Tl . r2, as desired. 17 
The above result shows that we can synthesize specifications by means of composi- 
tion. Note that Dijkstra’s, ‘definition’ of composition, wp(S, , S2, p) = 
wp(S,, wp(S, , p)), [2], is a special case of this result. While it is certainly useful to 
be able to synthesize specifications in this manner, what might be more useful is to 
go in the other direction, that is, to be able to refine specifications via composition. 
To date, we have only the following two rather weak results. 
Corollary 6.3. Zf K E C(A, B) such that K = Mor(Spc(K)) and K = K, * K2, then 
K = Mor(Spc( K2) . Spc( K,)). 
Theorem 6.4. Let T, : Pred( B) + Pred(A), and let r2 : Pred( C) + Pred( B), then 
Mor( 7,) . Mor( rJ G Mor( r1 . T,) 
and, furthermore, this inclusion may be a proper inclusion. 
Proof. By definition, 
Mor(T2.~2)={k:A’Cltlq~lPred(C)I,3h,h.q=?,(T~(q)).k}. 
Now if k, E Mor(rr) and k2 E Mor(r2), and q E IPred(C)I, then there must exist h, 
and h, such that T2(q) . k2 = h, . q and T,(T2(q)) . k, = h, . T2(q). But then 
T1(T2(q)) . k, . k2= h, . T*(q) . k, = h, . h, . q, 
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so k, . k, E Mor( r2 . TV). Thus 
Mor( 7,) . Mor( r2) G Mor( To . 7,). 0 
Unfortunately, we cannot replace this inclusion by an equality. This is easily 
shown by means of an example in the category of sets: Let A = C = {1,2,3,4}, let 
B = { 1,2}; then identifying Pred(S) with P(S) (the powerset of S) for S = A, B, define 
r,(X) = 
A, if X = B, B, if X = C, 
0, if Xf B, 
T*(X) = 
0, if Xf C, 
then Mor( 7,) consists of all functions from A to B, Mor( r2) consists of all functions 
from B to C, and Mor(r, . T,) consists of all functions from A to C, but 
Mor( 7,) . Mor( r2) contains only functions from A to C with at most two elements 
in their range. 0 
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